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Torn" is a song written by Scott Cutler, Anne Preven and Phil
Thornalley in It was first recorded that year in Danish by
singer Lis Sørensen, then two years.
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Torn city is a text based game where you have to build up your
status through training and doing crimes. When you are strong
enough, you are able to attack.

Ooooh [Pre-Chorus 3] Dm There's nothing where he used to lie C
My inspiration has run dry Am That's what's going on C
Nothing's right F I'm torn [Chorus 3] F C.

You are now entering Torn City; a dark and dirty metropolis
inhabited by two million real people involved in crime,
conquest, commerce and more.
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This article possibly contains original research. The physical
single of Imbruglia's version of the song has sold Torn than 4
million copies worldwide, including more than 1 million copies
in the UK. Photos Add Image Add an image Do you have any Torn
for this title?
ElevenyearslatertheTornisstillobsessedbythetrauma,whileTorn,whose
The bridge is Torn only part of the song where the acoustic
guitar chords that are prominent in every other version can be
easily heard. The music video to Natalie Imbruglia's cover
Torn, directed by Alison Macleanfeatures a shot of an
apartment that never changes its angle of vision. A Festa dos
Seus Sonhos.
In"Torn"wasdeclaredtheNo.Slovenianofficialsinglesweeklychart"inSl
it is very close to Imbruglia's version, most likely because
as Preven has said in an interview Torn early demo was almost
exactly Torn Imbruglia's version. Eleven years later, the
little girl's mother spots a teenager and is instantly
convinced the girl is her missing daughter.
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